
Everything's Not Lost – Coldplay

(Capo 2)

||D F#dim |E+7 |D F#dim |E+7  |D

When I counted up my demons, Saw there was one for every day, But with the 

F#dim        |E+7   |A7sus2 |D ||

good ones on my shoulder, I drove the other ones away,

CHORUS:

||D Dmaj7 |D7 E+7 |D Dmaj7             |D7 G/B |

So if you ever feel neglected, And if you think that all is lost,

|D Dmaj7 |D7    G/B |G A7sus2      ||

Well I'll be counting up my demons yeah, Hoping everything's not 

D D D7       D6     (4x)

1st||10-10-10-10-10-10\-2-3-||:Etc. | :||

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +

lost,

VERSE 2: Same chords

||D F#dim |E+7  |D F#dim |E+7  |D

When you thought that it was over, You could feel it all around, When every-

F#dim        |E+7   |A7sus2 |D ||

body's out to get you, Don't you let it drag you down,

CHORUS:

||D Dmaj7 |D7 E+7 |D Dmaj7 |D7 G/B |

So if you ever feel neglected, And if you think that all is lost,

|D Dmaj7         |D7    G/B |G A7sus2      ||

Well I'll be counting up my demons yeah, Hoping everything's not 

D D D7       D6     (4x)

1st||10-10-10-10-10-10-2-3-||:Etc.      | :||

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +

lost

CHORUS(stop-time)

||D Dmaj7 |D7 E+7 |D Dmaj7 |D7 G/B |

So if you ever feel neglected, And if you think that all is lost,

|D Dmaj7         |D7    G/B |G A7sus2      |D ||

Well I'll be counting up my demons yeah, Hoping everything's not Lost Singing out

OUTRO:

||D |D7 D6     |D |D7 D6  |D |

ah, ah, ah, yeah, ah, ah, yeah, Ah ah yeah, and everything's not lost, So come on yeah,   

|D7 D6  |D |D7 D6              |D (with riff1) |D7 D6 |

ah ah, yeah, Come on yeah,    and everything's not lost, Ah ah yeah, ah ah yeah,

|D |D7 D6 |D |D7 D6 |D |

Ah ah yeah, and everything's not lost, Come on yeah, ah ah yeah, Come on yeah,

|D7 D6 ||

yeah, yeah, yea - ah,

||D |Am7 |Em9    | |D |

Come on yeah,   ah ah yeah, Come on yeah, and everything's not lost, Sing out yeah,   

|Am7 |E m9     | |D(quiet) |Am7           |

ah ah yeah, Come on yeah, and everything's not lost, Come on yeah, ah ah yeah,

|Em9     | |D |Am7      |Em9 ||

Sing out yeah, and everythings not lost,

F#dim 2x1212 A7sus2 x02000

E+7 030110 D6    xx0202

Dmaj7 xx0222 Am7 x02013

G/B x20003 Em9 020002


